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Prepare Like Your Life Depends 
On It - Because It Does



The Texas Association of Licensed Investigators presents 
2018 Annual TALI Conference

“Strategies for Success: Partners in Progress”
 
TALI members current and past, we need your attendance at the August 24th - 26th TALI Annual Conference.  
Carla Hunt and the Board have been working hard to make the conference a success and beneficial to the 
membership.  We have heard all kinds of reasons not to attend the conference through the grapevine.  I had one 
panelist who dropped out and said he was told by private investigators, “the conference was a good time, get away 
and not for education and training and it cost too much”.  This statement is not true, it is an investment in the 
future! 
 
TALI members needs to project pride in our conference because it is totally educational 100% of the time, with 
networking 100% of the time, & entertainment, totally optional 100% in the afterhours time. 
 
This is TALI’s annual business meeting where new officers are elected and Bylaws are presented, and we get lots of 
great training.  We can visit the Sponsors and Vendors and check out their new devices and ideas. 
 
Also, at this time, the hotel rate is the lowest it could be for a conference center facility like La Torretta.  With 16.5 
hours of training, the per hour cost is less than $25 or with lodging $46 per hour.  This year, the TALI Investigative 
Manual compiled from all panelist and speakers alone cost $12.50 to print, but is worth much more and is a 
tremendous benefit for those attending the conference.  The 250-page TALI Investigative Manual will showcase 
some of the best Civil and Criminal investigative talent in TALI and the entire country and offer the benefits of 
added lines of business to the members.  The manual will be the envy of all other associations.  This will be the 
best packaged TALI Conference ever because it will be 100% informative for the membership with “Strategies for 
Success: Partners in Progress” to improve their business.  This conference will be the best bang for the buck ever.  
In other words, TALI leaders are working hard for you. 
 
Come to the conference and share your thoughts and questions during the training.  We can all learn from each 
other! 
 
Ed Martin, CFE TCI
Director of Training and Education 
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PreSident’S meSSage

As you read my final message as president of TALI in the TTI 
magazine, I want each of you to know it has been an honor to serve 
you and that the Board. I have worked hard on your behalf. As 
many of you know, our profession going forward faces some serious 
challenges, one being proposed legislative changes to how we are 
governed and regulated. I feel that we have been able to thus far 
position our profession in the best possible situation going forward, but 
this battle will rage on for the next year-and-a-half and it will require 
everyone’s participation at some point. I encourage everyone to reach 

out to the incoming president to find out how you can help protect your Association, your industry and 
your businesses in the coming years. I look forward to seeing everyone at La Torretta at our annual 
conference where new board members will be elected. We will also be rolling out a new benefit to the 
members which we think everyone will be very happy with. Until then, prayers for safe travels and 
much success.

Bradley A. Smith, TCI, PCI
TALI President
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Educator and businessman Anthony 
J. D’Angelo once said, “Develop a 
passion for learning. If you do, you will 
never cease to grow.” D’Angelo’s quote 
supports the theme of this year’s TALI 
annual conference which is set for August 
22-25. The conference, “Strategies for 
Success: Partners in Progress,” is geared to 
provide insights, education and training to 
strengthen your talents and improve your 
PI business to achieve greater success. 

The opportunity to network is another added benefit. Successful networking 
which spawns rich partnerships can result in win-win relationships; 
relationships that can add value to your business and help you better serve 
your clients.  Private Investigators can’t be good at everything, so why bother 
trying? We all need a network of fellow PIs to force multiply

In this issue’s member spotlight, Donna Bennett speaks about the same topic 
to sustain your personal career and your business. Donna, a retired FBI agent 
and longstanding member of TALI provides insights that may help readers 
discover new opportunities; novel ways of running your business; and help 
shape your existing business strategy and vision. TTI’s member spotlight is 
not a haughty platform to show-off someone’s career or life; it is designed 
to present other’s perspectives, background and strategies to inspire thought 
and possibly give a rookie or veteran on how to tweak their approach to 
investigations or their business.

In this quarter’s journal we solicited mostly Texas authors. Some articles 
you will read have been re-published. This quarter we did not receive many 
articles; next issue we will be back on track.  

TTI remains always receptive to new authors; we also want to hear from 
members on how to improve the magazine. Please send ideas and comments 
to us at Editor@Tali.org. 

Stay safe out there.

I.J. Vikin
Ivan J. Vikin, CFE
Operations Manager
TSCM America
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Although that question may not be as serious as 
Hamlet’s famous soliloquy which ponders life and death, 
it is for investigators a common conundrum. Should 
I audio record my witness interviews or not in a civil 
matter? What about the attorney who has directed me 
not to do so? Why are they doing that? What alternatives 
do I have? Is it a good idea to record every interview or 
to not record any of them?

In Texas, and thirty-nine other states, one party covert 
audio recordings are allowed by law. See Tex. Penal 
Code § 16.02. Making these recordings are common 
place amongst investigators, reporters and others who 
need to document the statements of others. However, 
your author has noticed the continuing trend by various 
legal counsel in civil matters requesting, directing or 
requiring that their retained investigator conduct a live 
interview unrecorded. 

Many times the reasoning of such by client’s counsel 

The Legal Corner

lies the discovery sections of the Texas Rules of Civil 
Procedure. See Tex. Rules of Civ. Pro. § 192.3. Under 
sub-section (h) of the preceding rule, a party can 
discover a “witness statement” of any person with 
knowledge of relevant facts. The rule even defines 
witness statements as being a written and signed 
statement, such as an affidavit of fact or other adopted 
written document. In addition, the statute also defines 
a witness statement as being any oral recording. By the 
very definition, that would include your routine covert 
witness recordings.

By instructing you not to record, your client’s lawyer 
is attempting to disallow any discoverable information 
that might be uncovered in your interview. Any covert 
recorded statement, whether in your possession, your 
client’s or his attorney will likely be discoverable once 
made. Before you quickly conclude that you shouldn’t 
make any recording at all to avoid such discovery, 
consider the reasons why we do record. They 

To Record, or Not to Record, That is the Question!
(This article previously published in TTI is being re-visited given current events 

involving our President being recorded.)
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include preservation of evidence, documentation of 
impeachment testimony, and, maybe most importantly, 
safety. In your author’s experience, the later reason 
exceeds the former two. 

Occasionally, we witness a private investigator who, 
usually working solo, is accused of some wrongdoing 
in his interview. These accusations have included 
physical violence, sexual assault, “browbeating,” 
bribery, and intimidation.  Such accusations are easy to 
make as many times the investigator is alone with his 
interviewee. Often sensitive matters are discussed and 
assertions challenged. In such cases, the only protection 
against such accusations is your recording. Your only 
insurance policy in such an accusation is the recorded 
statement. 

So what do you do? Consider pacifying both discovery 
and safety considerations. When deciding against a 
recording, try and find some other measure to ensure 
safety. That may be as simple as being accompanied by 
another investigator or interviewing in a public place. 
Think about whether the telephonic interview will 
suffice. Consider the possibility 

Avoid the record and delete method. This method, 
utilized by some investigators, provides for recording 
an interview, and if it went without a “blow-up,” then 
delete the recording. Does that really protect you from 
anything? Most, if not all, accusations don’t occur 
moments after the interview. Rather, it is days, weeks 
and months after the interaction took place. From a 
safety consideration it provides little if any real benefit. 

Furthermore, you may create a spoliation issue. Under 
Texas law, spoliation is the improper destruction of 
relevant evidence. A party seeking evidence must show 
that the party to produce the evidence had a duty to 
preserve that evidence, that the evidence was destroyed 
and the seeking party is prejudiced. Trevino v. Ortega, 
969 S.W.2d 950 (Tex. 1998). Although spoliation claim 
analysis can be complicated, if the court finds spoliation 
it has occurred it may exclude evidence, order sanctions 
and spoliation jury instructions. Id. Obviously, these are 
much more damning to your case than your efforts to 
skirt discovery. Finally, would you ever want to explain 
to an opposing counsel, the court or a jury that you 
destroyed evidence in an active investigation? That 
would likely destroy any credibility that you might have.

In conclusion, think about the purpose of recording. 
Record where you can. Recordings provide you some 
of the cheapest insurance and protection in a high 
liability business. When you make a decision not to 
record, consider your alternatives. It will be your word 
against theirs. Be creative and mitigate the risk as best 
as possible. Finally, don’t record and delete. It will offer 
little protection and potentially ruin your credibility. 

 Contributed by
Wes Bearden, Esq.
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A Texas Certified Investigator (TCI) is the elite of our profession.  This designation has been created by the Texas 
Association of Licensed Investigators (TALI) to allow investigators an opportunity to demonstrate that they are the most 
experienced and knowledgeable in our business. 

The TCI certification has helped me on many occasions in my career.  In formal testimony at trial and in depositions, 
I have been asked about my degrees, credentials and certifications.  On many legal affidavits, I include my years of 
experience and certifications prior to stating the sworn facts in the affidavit.   The TCI Certification allows me to 
represent that I hold one of the highest certification available among investigation professionals in our industry.

When marketing to my clients, I am able to promote to my clients, who may be comparing my agency to our 
competition, that I am in an elite group who hold this certification which is sponsored by TALI, one of the largest 
investigation professional associations in America. We also refer and recommend fellow TCI members for business.  We 
often receive assignments for cases that are outside of our general area and the case cannot justify the travel costs. Some 
cases also require local knowledge and resources.  In those cases, we will search for an investigator in the area where the 
case investigation is needed. We always search the TALI website under the TCI certification link to determine if there 
is a TCI member in that region. We always choose the TCI certified investigator because we know that we are hiring a 
knowledgeable and experienced investigator to work on our case.  TCI certification provides us with recognition from 
our peers and hopefully promotes referrals from other investigators.  Many attorneys/clients who are seeking the top 
level investigators will use the TCI link on the TALI website to locate the investigators who are represented as the most 
experienced and quality investigators in Texas. 

WHY EARN THE TCI 
CERTIFICATION?
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The certification is not for everyone.  I understand why some investigators evaluate the TCI process and hesitate because 
of the significant amount of time and resources required to complete the certification.  The written and oral exams are not 
easy and will require an entire day.  The time and written communication skills necessary to write a White Paper that has 
the quality and caliber for professional publication can be tough.  However, every college degree or peer-level certification 
to showcase your skill level, experience and knowledge can require significant work but offer substantial rewards. 

I enjoyed the experience of obtaining the TCI certification. The written examination was challenging because several 
areas of the test covered topics outside of my specific area of expertise.  The TCI certification is designed to be 
successfully completed only by experienced investigators who should have a broad area of knowledge and experiences to 
hold the certification.

The oral examination was a re-enactment of an actual investigation scenario. Of course, the names and details had been 
modified to protect confidentiality. The sample case was comprehensive and thought-provoking. Working through the 
investigation process provides candidates with several possible alternatives to resolving the investigation in a detailed 
and ethical conclusion.  The program allowed the candidate to demonstrate their level of experience and investigation 
knowledge.

The White Paper that I prepared was a dissertation of a brief history of Texas Rules of Civil Procedure and the changes 
that were underway at that time with the investigation processes and regulations regarding civil process service. The 
Texas Supreme Court was altering the operations significantly and civil process was in rapid transformation at that time. 
My intention was to educate fellow investigators of concerns and substantial modifications for this specific issue in our 
industry.    

When asked to be the Chair of the TCI program, I was initially concerned that I would not have enough time to do 
justice to the program.  However, when I looked around and understood how much time and effort the TALI Board and 
other TALI members were expending on our association to improve the business for all of us, I knew I had to find a way 
to pitch in and do my share.   

If you look on the TALI website under the TCI link, you will see a list of TCI members.  These investigators are 
the individuals who many of us respect and hold in the highest regard.  If you believe that you are one of the best 
investigators in Texas, the next question is - Why is your name not on that list? 

Please contact me with any question.  I look forward to assisting our TALI members.

Kevin Pipkins, TCI Chair,, 
Pipkins Investigations
9800 Northwest Freeway, Suite 306
Houston, Texas 77092
Office: 713.851.5315
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This issue of the Texas Investigator, a publication of the Texas Association of Licensed Investigators will have several 
articles about areas of investigation important to Texans.  This article will discuss some of the lesser known investigations 
and investigators in Texas.

First, the area of criminal defense.  The legal system has lots of police officers, police investigators, State police officers 
and State police investigators. Why do Texans need private investigators?  Primarily because the legal system requires 
that citizens receive a fair trial. That means that private investigators working for the defense client needs to look for any 
evidence which may exonerate or possibly reduce the sentence of an offender. Local police and State Investigators are all 
working many cases, and are on a fixed budget, which means that sometimes a case does not receive all the attention it 
may require.  A defense investigator does not necessarily seek to dismiss a case. If there is sufficient evidence to convict 
an offender, their attorney needs to know that, and possibly seek a plea deal for the offender. Or, it may be that there 
exists evidence which may result in a reduction of the charges for the offender.  But real evidence requires an experienced 
investigator to look deeply into the matter. Most criminal defense investigators are former police officers from the local, 
State, or Federal law enforcement agencies.
Second, the area of civil defense.  There are many attorneys which take civil cases, such as divorces or liability cases. 
However, attorneys need facts and they need interviews of witnesses, which are done in most cases by in-house or private 
investigators. Again, once the facts of a case have been uncovered with evidence and interviews, in most cases the civil 
suits are settled out of court. If this were not possible, many Texas courts would be overwhelmed with the caseload. The 
police are not involved in these cases, although in some cases, evidence is needed from the police, such as accident reports. 

What do individual private investigators actually do? I am going to describe some activities which I know are going on. 
I will not refer to anyone by name, because I do not have their permission to use their name.  These activities will not 
contain personal identification for the investigator or the client.

One case I recall involves theft of semi trucks and their loads.  For example, a load with a large excavation equipment 
was stolen from the DFW area. An investigator I know specializes in these thefts, and has worked in the transportation 
industry as a truck driver. He tracked the truck to south Texas in a rural area to a ranch with large earth barriers around 
the vehicle area. He went to the County Court House, and returned with a Deputy Sheriff and a drone. They used the 
drone to fly over the earth barrier and saw the excavation equipment. They then got a search warrant from the local Judge 
in the County. The investigator took the excavation equipment back to DFW. Charges were filed against the property 

The Value of
Texas Private Investigators
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owner holding the stolen property.  The equipment was being used to dig tunnels, some of which was probably under the 
US-Mexico border.

Another investigator I know works primarily with cases involving nursing cases and hospital cases, often finding abuse of 
patients or none care of some of them. This person is a trained nurse as well as an investigator.  Not all her cases result in 
charges against the care givers. Some families just want evidence to decide whether to move their loved ones somewhere 
else.

Investigators often bring specialized skills and experience to an investigation. One investigator has a long and successful 
experience interviewing children involved in cases of abuse and other legal problems. This requires special training and 
experience in order to successfully interview children, usually with another adult present in the interview.

Some investigators are trained in financial management and accounting practices. They are trained to look for evidence of 
money being taken unlawfully from an organization by means other than direct theft. Once there is evidence, this can be 
used to charge someone with a crime or it may just be used to dismiss the person involved in the illegal activity.  Why does 
the local police or State police not do this? In some of the larger cases, the State Attorney General’s Office has investigators 
who can and do prosecute these cases. But their resources are limited, and available staff are limited. Many other cases 
require private investigators to look into these illegal actions because there is no other alternative available.

One investigator I have met is a retired narcotics dog handler. When he retired, the dog came with him. He provides 
a service to parents by going into their homes and vehicles and looking for drugs. When the dog finds the drugs, the 
location is given to the parents.  He has so many customers he does not have to advertise his services. Why not call the 
police? How many parents want their children arrested for drug possession before they have a chance to correct their 
behavior? None that I know of.

Another investigator I know is very good at locating witnesses and interviewing them. She is very good at gaining their 
cooperation and the results often result in settlements instead of court battles.  This is an important part of civil law 
procedures and practice.

Sometimes in civil cases, there is a wide difference in reported behavior and actual behavior. This is why there is 
sometimes surveillance. I know several investigators who are very good at unobtrusively documenting actual behavior 
of defendants in public areas. Sometimes the defendants are doing what they claimed to be doing, and sometimes it is 
far from their reported behavior.  Once there is evidence of their actual behavior and its documented, it often results in 
a plea deal or a settlement of a civil case.  Sometimes it results in the dismissal of a case, as when a person claims to be 
impaired by a work or vehicle accident, but in reality there is no impairment, so there is no money given to the claimant. 
Investigators have to carefully follow the law regarding surveillance, or the evidence cannot be used in a court of law.

Several investigators have worked on cases involving the elderly being subjected to legal harassment. In some cases, 
someone close to the elderly person (possibly a relative) wants the elderly person declared incompetent, so they can 
control their assets.  In other cases, they want the elderly person’s contracts to be voided (due to incompetence), to their 
business advantage. Why does the person need an investigator? They need to document the actual evidence, not just 
hearsay testimony or rumors as to the state of the elderly person. Are there not laws existing to protect elders? Yes, but 
sometimes people try to get away with elder financial abuse because they think they can succeed.  

Several investigators I know work with private industry doing what are called security audits. They are hired by the 
company to come in and do a top-down survey of their internal and external security. This is a needed service by 
many Texas companies. Very large companies have internal security which can do this, but even in those cases, Private 
Investigators are brought in to confirm their plans and security activities are adequate to their needs. 
What happens if the licensed investigator breaks the law? There are civil and potentially criminal penalties if they break 
the law.  A few investigators have broken the law and have been incarcerated, but very few, and usually those have not been 
licensed to begin with.  Legal Texas investigators are licensed and monitored for legal activities by the Texas Department of 
Public Safety, Private Security Bureau in Austin. It is funded mostly by fees charged to legal Private Investigators in Texas. 
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Many times, we are asked to investigate a corporate entity for one reason or another. In these investigations, the first step is to 
gain an understanding of the entity’s structure and activities from public records.  As most of us know, a good place to start 
is the Secretary of State’s business entity database. While many of you already utilize this as a source of information, here are 
some additional tips you may find useful.

First realize the vastness of the information in these entities regardless of sole proprietorships, general partnerships, limited 
partnerships, limited liability partnerships, limited liability companies and corporations. Although the Secretary of State’s 
office provides a good start, several secondary databases exist which can help search out corporations by address, shared 
officers and sequential filing numbers. This information is useful in looking for connections that may not necessarily appear 
in the state’s restrictive database. 

In a sole proprietorship, an individual conducts business under his own name or an assumed name. No formal organization 
is required, there is no limit to liability and all income is listed on the owner’s individual tax return. If business is conducted 
under an assumed name, an assumed name certificate should be filed in the appropriate county clerk’s office. This can be 
important as many times the assumed name is obtained for the sole purpose of obtaining a demand deposit account at a 
financial institution. 

Mapping the 
Corporate Giant
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A general partnership is created when two or more individuals or entities agree to conduct business as joint owners. There is 
no requirement that the partnership agreement be in writing and no filing requirement with the Secretary of State. However, 
a general partnership may be documented by a filing and frequently is when part of a larger entity structure. In a general 
partnership, partners share unlimited liability. Income of the general partnership is treated as income of the owners for tax 
purposes. Realize that for tax or income purposes, corporations, LLCs and other entities may participate causing a bit of a 
headache when tracing these entities. 
A limited partnership has general partners and limited partners. While a written partnership agreement is not required, a 
certificate of formation must be filed with the Texas Secretary of State. General partners manage the partnership and are 
liable for debts while limited partners generally do not incur liability in excess of their initial investment amount.
A limited liability partnership is used by certain professionals such as accountants and lawyers because individual partners 
are not usually held liable for the malpractice of other partners. The LLP is required to register with the Secretary of State. 
It does not have a general partner and every partner is involved in the management of the company. It should be noted that 
LLCs and corporations may not be partners in an LLP. 

A Limited Liability Company is very flexible and has the powers of both a corporation and a partnership. It can be member 
managed or manager managed but the election must be stated in the certificate of formation that is filed with the Secretary of 
State. Members can be individuals or entities and the liability of a member is generally limited to the investment amount. A 
Limited Liability Company provides corporate like protection for partnership like taxes. LLCs can be used to hide ownership 
because the ownership information need not be disclosed to the secretary of state. These entities are extremely popular in 
recent times and are a great way of masking the true owner and principle of an entity. 

Corporations are created by filing articles of incorporation with the Secretary of State. A registered agent and office address 
for service of process must be provided. Corporations may be owned by shareholders or stockholders and at least have a 
President and Secretary that manages the business. It should be noted that even if a corporation fails to file the requisite 
annual report or tax report, that entity does not necessarily forfeit its existence and can still operate and hold assets as a 
de facto corporation. Many times, we see these de facto corporations to be operating, breathing entities. As with LLCs, 
ownership information may not be readily available because stockholder information need not be disclosed. While 
Incorporator information is not a searchable field on most Secretary of State websites, it can sometimes be found in an 
entity’s filings and is especially useful when trying to connect corporations to each other. When reviewing filings, any 
document images that are not available on the website can be obtained for a small fee by contacting the Secretary of State and 
providing them with the document number. Many States do not provide these individual filings online. However, they can 
reveal details that make or break an investigation.  Even how those documents were mailed, faxed or submitted online to the 
State can show a timeline and intent to create a certain structure. 

Remember the types of corporation will likely expand your research. Domestic Corporations (those within the state) vary 
from Foreign Corporations (those operating in another U.S. State) which vary from Alien Corporations (those corporations 
based overseas). Researching those alien entities may be more difficult and require you looking into that countries corporate 
registration.  Researching a foreign corporation requires researching secretary of state databases in the other forty-nine 
states, making those connections, and then mapping them in an organizable format.

A corporation that is publicly traded has issued securities through an initial public offering and is traded on at least one stock 
exchange such as NASDAQ, NYSE, Bats, IEX, ISE or numerous others. All foreign and domestic companies that are publicly 
traded are required to file registration statements, periodic reports, and other forms electronically through a database known 
as EDGAR, the Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval system. EDGAR is maintained with the U. S. Securities 
and Exchange Commission.  These filings are searchable and can be very informative. For example, reports summarizing a 
company’s financial performance, information about officer and director compensation, regulatory actions, civil and criminal 
litigation, insider transactions and beneficial ownership interests can be found on EDGAR. Any information that can be 
obtained regarding a company’s compensation, financial information or litigation can be very useful in an investigation. 
Think about the benefit of using this resource during your next inquiry to get an advantage. 
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Divorce Beyond Surveillance
By Ed Martin

The combination of old school investigative techniques (forensic accounting) and data mining expertise may help 
to build a viable investigative business model.  It is wildly known that the Silent Generation and the Baby Boomer 
Generation hold most of the wealth in the United States.  When those generations pass on, the next generation 
of individuals (Generation X and Millenniums) and the Internal Revenue Service are waiting to get their share of 
inheritance.  

Edmond Martin, CFE, TCI, Private Investigator (PI) and Forensic Accountant and Jason Slick, PI, CFE, 
mathematician and computer scientist, have associated to build a financial investigative technology that aids 
clients in divorce tracing, income tax, estate, and other complex financial matters.  This investigative model has a 
national reach.  

The normal business model requires the PI to spend days in their vehicles, recording notes of observation, taking 
still photos and video of a subject cheating on his / her spouse or observing the custodian of a child in a child 
custody matter and reporting the activities to an attorney for the client.  The new model of Forensic Accounting 
(FA Model) goes beyond the old PI model with the creation of DIO, short for Diogenes (The Greek philosopher, 
who with his lantern in Athens, Greece searched for an honest man).  DIO is a financial investigative database 
program that analyzes big data, consisting of bank account and brokerage account transactions, credit cards, points 
of sale registers, and other financial data.  DIO with the use of algorithms examines and reports on separate vs. 
community property by tracing funds within and between accounts to arrive at the proper balances in the financial 
assets of the client.  It can be valuable to the plaintiff or the defendant.  DIO goes beyond the standard accounting 
software and is even more robust than the system used by the IRS today.  DIO traces financial transactions 
between bank and brokerage accounts and categorizes each transaction.  When funds are transferred between 
accounts they maintain their proper categorization attributable to the separate and community property rules.  
It also traces other assets purchased from the bank or brokerage accounts for use in the final summary for the 
settlement computation.  

For potential clients with substantial wealth seeking a divorce, it is important to have a firm starting point to 
document separate property before the marriage.  This starting point must be well documented with physical 
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evidence, which makes it an urgent matter to obtaining bank and brokerage records and avoiding the loss of data 
because of established retention periods (generally, seven years for bank records and three years for brokerage 
statements).  There are a number of sources on the internet for retention periods, including: http://www.riskinbox.
com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/AdvisX-Record-Retention-Schedule-Banks-2014-02-19.pdf.

The normal scenario: A wife is married to her husband for many years and he passes away leaving her wealthy.  She 
was not financially sophisticated and was never involved with their personal financial affairs.  After the death, she 
uses the services of an estate planning lawyer and financial planner.  She invests her wealth in income producing 
financial instruments, bank and brokerage accounts, and real estate.  For her children, she creates a trust to which 
she bestows funds.  A few years later, she is lonely, and her friends encourage her to start dating.  She meets a man 
that she thinks would comfort her and they marry.  With the advice of counsel, she is smart enough to obtain 
a pre-nuptial agreement.  At first, she does not realize the importance of keeping income earned from separate 
property (community income) detached from her separate property assets.  Therefore, she allows community 
income to be comingled with her separate property assets.  This comingling requires a complex tracing and 
allocation of asset balances into separate and community balances.  Without the tracing her new husband has 
a channel to attempt to access her separate property assets in the divorce settlement.  Later, she learns that the 
interest income from her financial assets should be transferred upon payment to their community account for 
them to live on.  Dividends from separate property assets are trickier because they are generally reinvested and 
require complex tracing and allocation between the separate and community.  

The couple enjoyed married life and then a few years later, she realized he did not care for her, did not contribute 
financially to the marital estate, and spent her money and wanted more access to her separate property.  She 
was smart and maintained all her financial records and provided them for the complex tracing to her forensic 
accountant for tracing, categorization, and authentication.  

The most important documentation in these cases is a firm starting point to trace the receipt of funds generated 
by the separate property assets into and out of financial accounts and real assets.  This is where the lantern of 
Diogenes comes in handy, DIO technology has custom algorithms and the ability to accurately allocate separate 
and community income according to state law.  If the client cannot prove that an asset is separate property, it is 
assumed by law to be a community asset.  It is very important for high net worth individuals that they protect their 
separate assets from “gold diggers” and hire an experienced forensic accountant.   

Proper litigation support will provide authentication of the important transactions and buttresses them with 
documentary evidence.  It is necessary for the client to have access to the “four-legged stool,” including:
1. Documentation of the sources of income through proper records.
2. Income tax returns for review and comparison to the available financial statements or for comparison to 
the books of the family owned business or proceeds of financial transactions.  It also allows the preparation of a 
business valuation for the family owned business.  
3. Monthly statements for financial accounts, deposit slips and cancelled checks must be reviewed for leads to 
hidden accounts or other assets.
4. A search must be done for all known assets, cars, motorcycles, boats, real estate and other bank accounts.  
It is helpful to have the names of relatives to determine if assets were purchased in their name with community 
funds.  

These divorce matters are very complicated financial transactions and requires in depth and full financial 
investigation that most investigators will not attempt. The consequences of divorce go beyond the PI model to 
the FA model.   Sage Investigations, LLC and its associates are not the normal PI firm.  They specialize in forensic 
accounting and proving or disproving complex financial matters.  As an IRS Special Agent, Edmond Martin 
has over 40 years of experience in financial investigations to include: Ponzi schemes, advanced fee schemes, 
embezzlements of all shapes and size, oil and gas related fraud, shareholder derivative law suits, money laundering, 
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and income tax schemes of all levels.  Martin has used direct and indirect methods of proof to establish unreported 
income and fraud.  Martin’s knowledge and methods are “Old School”, but with the use of computer technology, 
his methods have been modernized and with the addition of Jason Slick, a brilliant computer scientist and fraud 
investigator, the financial investigative DIO model created by Sage Investigations is unsurpassed and is very 
beneficial to their clients. 

About the Author:

In 1969, Edmond Martin began as a Special Agent with the IRS’s Criminal Investigation Division (IRS CID.)  Ed’s 
career to him around the country including Austin, TX where he investigated organized crime, bookmakers, 
and public corruption.  During his career as a Special Agent he investigated largest Payroll Tax evasion scheme 
involving $20,000,000. The case was ultimately prosecuted leading to significant jail time for the ring leader. 
Ed worked dozens of other cases involving $ millions associated with fraud, theft and public corruption. After 
his 32-year career, Ed in October 2001.  Soon after he became a licensed private investigator and founded Sage 
Investigations, LLC.  Ed is also a TCI which he earned in 2007. His contributions to TALI are numerous; he served 
as the association’s treasure for five years; assisted with numerous TALI conventions and is currently the At Large 
Director Position 6.      
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With little fear of contradiction, I will speculate the first theft of oil in America occurred several hundred years 
past. As the pioneers were crossing Native American land, who would not expect them to take lubricants from the 
“oil seeps”? Did the Native Americans even recognize the theft or understand mineral rights? No, and neither do 
most people, even today. And since, has the question of mineral rights ownership for all of us not done anything 
but expand? The answer is “Yes”, and this expansion will continue to escalate well into the future.

Driving this expansion is new industry technology such as enhanced seismic capabilities, horizontal drilling 
and facing procedures. All these advances are enabling companies to produce oil and gas from heretofore non-
productive formations in new regions all over the United States of America . . . and the rest of the world. People in 
the USA who have only dreamed of “black gold” will be confronted by petroleum landmen with a “Producer’s 88” 
[1] form in one hand and a bank draft in the other.

Will the lease agreement be fair? Maybe . . . maybe not. The same answer applies to the soon to-follow request 
for ingress/egress right of ways, drilling pads, and pipeline right of ways. Few landowners will realize these 
“temporary” easements will, most likely, essentially be “forever.”

Adding to this growth of concern will be the inevitable succession of owners through purchases or heirship. This 
growth will include both the surface owners as well as those with severed mineral interests. Remember, heirship 
divides and rarely consolidates.

For all the above reasons, everyone needs to be at least aware of the energy industry and the rights of mineral 
ownership. Please note “aware” and not “an expert in.” With awareness, one should know to seek learned advice 
and there is no better example than the oil rich Osage Indian Nation of Oklahoma. The Osage protect their mineral 

The Mineral Estate:
EASTER EGG OR TRAP?
By Cliff Carpenter, Jr
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assets and in turn, provide very well for their people, i.e. assistance in housing, health and education. Knowledge is 
power!

Practical Problems for the Private Investigator/Attorney:
To illustrate the challenges one-character can create, please consider “Billy Bob.” [2a] Everyone in the legal service 
industry has known a Billy Bob. Billy Bob may be from Oklahoma, Wyoming, or anywhere else. But this Billy Bob 
is from Texas; however, the problems his lifestyle creates can affect multiple disciplines, counties and states.
Billy Bob was a drunk and he was proud of his well-, and oft-earned reputation. Billy Bob was drunk when he 
drove over a hill on the wrong side of the road and killed a fine couple enjoying, at least up until the collision, their 
vacation. The children of the deceased couple were not so proud of Billy Bob or his reputation which he literally 
carried to the grave with him.

Please be advised Billy Bob did not die without having planned his departing ceremony. His lifeless and worthless 
(?) body was placed in the back of a pickup and driven through the local beer barn. There a case of his favorite 
beverage was purchased and placed in the coffin with him to aid in his journey to the happy drinking ground. Yes, 
Billy Bob was a dedicated loser to the end . . . and past!

But, was Billy Bob worthless? As a human . . . yes. However, although on no tax roll, Billy Bob was the owner 
of over 1,000 acres of severed Texas mineral rights. Please recall Billy Bob carried a case of beer with him to the 
hereafter but not his perpetual, severed Texas mineral estate. [2b] So, Billy Bob, in many ways, was worthless but 
he was not without assets.

How could this be? How could a drunk grandson of a goat farmer who had never worked a day in his life be a 
“closet millionaire?” And, depending upon one’s association with this question, were Billy Bob’s assets a valuable 
“Easter Egg” or a damnable expensive frap?!!

Civil Judgment/Personal Injury
If you are the plaintiffs’ attorney and you settle this wrongful death claim for minimal limits, you had better have 
the malpractice carrier on speed dial. If you are the plaintiff ’s private investigator and you missed this asset, you 
have probably just lost an attorney client and you, too, will be calling your liability carrier.

This trap also exists for the insurance defense team. For instance, what if they fail to settle the case and, in doing 
so, expose Billy Bob’s mineral estate to a financial judgment? Some knowledgeable attorney representing Billy Bob’s 
minor children will not be at all hesitant to come after such an inviting “fat pocket” target!

Bankruptcy Attorneys/Trustees
I suspect it was only a matter of time until Billy Bob would have declared bankruptcy. And, these unproductive 
minerals may have never been discovered, much less considered. Yet, less than a tenth of their value would have 
settled his debts to the beer barn, the used auto parts store and his Wal-Mart charge card. The failure to discover 
these assets could cause major discomfort to a bankruptcy attorney and the trustee.

Domestic Relations Attorneys
Can you imagine the pure bedlam that could be raised if some attorneys had signed off on minimal child support 
for some “outside” child of Billy Bob only to learn that Billy Bob had signed an oil and gas lease for a “lease bonus” 
[3] of a couple hundred dollars an acre?

Consider what happens when Billy Bob gets this unexpected infusion of cash. He immediately “invests” in wine, 
women and song . . . most likely at the nearest gambling casino; and, Billy Bob cannot count to “21 “ much less 
play anywhere near good Blackjack. Surely Billy Bob could have managed to wreck his pickup on the way home, 
gotten another DWI charge, paid a bond, hired an attorney who got the case dismissed because no one could put 
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Billy Bob “behind the wheel.”

Bottom line: The money is gone, but does an asset remain? “Yes,” but the proper action must be taken.

Probate Atomies
Likely Billy Bob would have had more outside children than wills. There is also a high probability that these 
outside children and their respective, and different, mothers are not going to be employing the same attorney!
 
Let us imagine one of these attorneys employs a good, knowledgeable investigator and they learn of the valuable 
mineral estate and the other(s) do not. Who do you think is going to get Billy Bob’s buck knife, coonskin cap 
autographed by Fess Parker and muzzle-loading rifle while the other kid gets the remainder and residual of the 
estate?

Also, while considering probate, many attorneys, especially those outside the oil and gas producing areas, will fail 
to recognize the value of a mineral estate. Then, rather than specifically addressing same, the attorney will allow 
the most valuable assets be “lumped” into the Remainders and Residuals final section of the will along with the 
used-up, chipped china service and fake diamonds. Just another “oops.”

Oil and Gas Attorneys
How can these professionals, experts within their profession, be bilked? Quite regularly without “boots on the 
ground,” aka investigators. These fine folks are generally housed near the top floors somewhere in downtown 
Houston or some similar city. They examine the legal paperwork, reports, etc. They read the “fine print” . . . and 
produce plenty of the same. But, what is really “out there?”

The first example that comes to mind is the “salted mine.” [4] This is a favorite trick that works again and again, 
especially in areas of accelerating depletion. [5] The owners will arrange for stolen oil to be brought onto the lease 
where same will be sold as if it were being legally produced on that lease. The clearly-written sales prospectus will 
account for the oil sold “from” the lease but obviously will not disclose the exact origin of same.

The new owner cries “foul” and the seller simply shrugs and explains, “Boys, she sure “watered out” [6] fast!
While the above is an example of the shenanigans pulled in the oilfield, there are two groups of mineral estate 
owners who are affected by, yet unaware of, their misfortunes and/or good luck.

The mineral owners of the lease or leases from whom the oil is being stolen are losing their percentage of oil 
royalties with every theft. The royalty owners of the lease receiving the “midnight transfusion” [7] receive an 
undeserved royalty bonus.

There are hundreds of examples like this. They are laughable, yet sad. And, as an experienced and seasoned oil and 
gas attorney explained, “There is no way to forewarn people of these traps until you have slept a night in the devil’s 
camp.”

Monetary Value Issues
Understandably, the most common question asked, especially by new mineral estate owners, is “How much is this 
worth?” Okay, and how deep is the ocean . . . where? Stated differently, the only time an exact answer can be given 
is if the mineral estate is sold. At that point in time, the mineral estate is exactly worth the sales price!

Consistent with the above disclaimer, a closer look will provide some value parameters. These educated guesses 
must be made by taking into consideration the fluctuating prices for both oil and gas, OPEC decisions, technology 
advances, what is beneath the currently producing strata and a myriad of other factors.
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Parameters also include a cautionary warning to not overprice your mineral acreage. For example, I am aware of a 
section of land near my residence where the owners rejected an offer of $30,000.00 per acre for a 75% lease. They 
wanted $35,000.00 per acre. Their neighbors were not so unreasonable and leased their acreage. The wells on those 
leases are now producing and are draining the unleased section. The lease bonus in the area is now $1,500.00 per 
acre for a 20% royalty. The analogy, “Pigs get fed . . . hogs get butchered” could not be truer!

The other end of this spectrum is the “$50.00 per acre and a 1/8 royalty bonus” offer. This is extremely low but in 
periods of little or no leasing activity, who is to say $50.00 per acre is not better than nothing? What if the owner 
is elderly; the nearest relative is a great nephew who visited three years ago and has failed to return the shotgun he 
borrowed?

Moving forward from the lease bonus money, the next consideration is the successful completion of a well or wells. 
Before any payments are received, the mineral owner will be required to execute a “Division Order.” [8] At one 
time, a mineral owner could sign the Division Order and return same with full confidence of no chicanery. Not 
anymore.

Oil and gas leases almost always provide for no production or transportation costs to be charged to the mineral 
owner. This is no longer true. Even pricing agreements must be scrutinized. Fraudulent Division Orders have 
changed all of this. I know . . . I just received one! Also, it is important the correct Net Revenue Interest (NRI) is 
shown on the Division Order. The NRI is derived by dividing the net mineral acres owned in the Unit by the size 
(acreage) of the Unit and multiplying this amount by the retained fractional royalty interest.

The NRI is multiplied by the production amount and the price paid per unit of production. For example, one acre 
of minerals with a royalty bonus of 1/5 in a forty-acre oil unit producing 100 barrels of oil per day at the current 
price of $50.00 per barrel would appear as follows:
1/40 X 1/5 X 100 X $50.00 = $25.00 per day

Or, if the same acreage was placed in an 80-acre gas unit producing I million cubic feet of gas daily at the current 
price of $3.25 per thousand, the formula would be as follows:
1/80 X 1//5 X   X $3.25 = $8.125 per day

Not to complicate this but to be realistic and consistent with the current activity, assume your acreage is unitized 
and put into a deep formation, horizontal well that produces both gas and condensate (oil). This is a 320-acre unit 
and produces 8 million cubic feet of gas and 400 barrels of condensate daily.
1/320 X 1/5 X  X $3.25 = $16.25 per day for the gas
PLUS
1/320 X 1/5 X 400 X $50.00 $12.50 per day for the oil.

Maybe all these wells are producing simultaneously. This equates to a mineral income of
$1,856 per month . . . Not bad! Now consider if you have more than one mineral acre in the units or if the prices of 
oil and gas increase.

But remember, the price can also go down and, if you have borrowed extensively, be prepared to meet “Repo Joe.”
Due to the inevitable depletions, older oil wells’ value is often 24 times the monthly income.  New gas wells are 
valued at 48 or maybe 60 times the monthly income. With good credit history, banks will loan on these amounts 
less 20%, for pledged credit lines. My advice is “DON’T!” unless you have professional advice.

Conclusions:
Fraudsters will continue to thrive within the oil and gas industry. A prominent group of these local rascals once 
threw a big Christmas party during the “slant hole” crisis. [9] A part of the invitation read, “If you aren’t indicted, 
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you ain’t invited.” That is the way it is!

Those aware of these shenanigans can most often protect themselves and their clients. . . but not always. Each day 
can present a new challenge conjured up the night before at the local “pole skinner’s” ballroom [10] where double-
breasted mattress thrashers [11] ply their trade. This is the way it is!

Laugh at these antics . . . it is better than crying. But always be aware these acutely deplorable acts can adversely 
affect the livelihood of persons so pure they turn their heads when driving past these establishments.

Please note this paper does not address specific investigative techniques. The answer, “All of the techniques you 
have ever learned!” can be pertinent to these inquiries. What is unique and essential is your knowledge of the inner 
workings of the oil and gas industry and the legalities of mineral ownership.

The key to avoiding the trap is knowledge!

About the Author:
Cliff Carpenter, Jr., a 1962 graduate of Stephen F. Austin University who also served honorably in the United States 
Army is very familiar with the oilfield. Cliff was a former partner and operator of an Oilfield Service Company 
then later a partner and investor in Minerals and Royalties. He also has been a distinguished private investigator 
since the mid-1980s.
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For those investigators who have spent many 
hours behind the windshield of a car performing 
surveillance, either during time with Law 
Enforcement, early on as a Private Investigator, or 
both, you’ve realized that learning the tricks of the 
trade is truly an art form.  It requires either someone 
coaching you or simply being thrown to the wolves to 
figure it out for yourself.  Either way, the first several 
times performing surveillance, there will be Foul-up’s 
and Follies.  Honing your surveillance skills requires a 
few errors along the way.  A few tips – have a sense of 
humor…. laugh at yourself even though there maybe 
times you “escape your mistake” by the skin on your 
teeth.

At the beginning of my investigative career, I was 
blessed by having an exceptionally patient and skilled 
trainer. A few skills, experiences and boo-boos I 
picked up on my first training day (remember self-
deprecating humor is important):

1. Learn how to sit still, literally be still and stop 
fidgeting, for four hours minimal.  For those people 
with ADHD or a similar disorder, surveillance or 
extended surveillance may not be for you.  This 
isn’t the time to read a book because you’re bored, 

Surveillance Foul-Up’s and Follies
By Connie Brigs

check your email, or play a game on your phone.  You 
must be still, focus, stay alert, and most importantly…
awake;

2. When you move to readjust to do so fluidly without 
rocking the vehicle. I wish I had kept score for every 
time I was told to be still - I’m sure I would’ve had the 
highest score; a prize would have been in order;

3. What not to wear to avoid getting noticed inside 
the vehicle despite your window tint.  This was not 
the time to wear the bright red and white checkered 
shirt and red shorts.  I was told I looked as if I 
were attending a picnic rather than a surveillance 
and politely asked if I had something else to wear.  
Fortunately, I had a dark colored shirt in my car; 

4. What not to eat and drink during your four to 
eight-hour stakeout.  I knew it was going to be hot 
and we couldn’t keep the vehicle running, so I made 
sure to drink plenty of water before we left, brought 
water bottles in a cooler, with chips in a bag, carrots, 
and apples for snacks.  What’s wrong with this whole 
scenario?  Nothing I thought initially, until 30 minutes 
into surveillance I asked where a person went to the 
bathroom on surveillance;
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Obviously, these experiences were all the mistakes 
I made on the first day while performing a workers’ 
comp case.  My trainer didn’t want to get burned so 
the scolding came swift and to the point.  The scolding 
worked – on the 2nd day I was a little bit better.

During my first surveillance, without supervision, 
the “scheduled time” was 4 hours of surveillance on 
a Divorce/Disabled Spouse Case.  How hard could 
this be?  By this time, I’ve done about seven to eight 
ride-along’s and knew I had this down.  The camera 
was charged with an extra battery on hand and one 
more memory card for backup.  Camera affixed on the 
monopod, research had already been performed on 
our subject, I had a great story for when a neighbor 
approached me, local P.D. notified, and here we go.  
My subject was disabled so all I had to do was watch 
to see if anyone arrives or departs and any activity 
is video’ed at the residence.  Simple enough right?  
Well…the first thirty minutes into the surveillance, 
subject exits the residence and begins yardwork, 
planting flowers, pulling weeds, mowing, trimming 
bushes, bending, stooping, kneeling and appeared to 
be getting around just fine. My subject, according to 
the information provided by client, was disabled and 
couldn’t get around without assistance so they needed 
five figures monthly for spousal support.  After the 
first two hours of continuous activity, both camera 
batteries were exhausted and one 4GB memory card 
was full.  Luckily, a power converter had been plugged 
into the cigarette lighter to keep the camera running 
but the vehicle key had to be turned forward.  I had 
informed the Case Manager, my trainer, early on 
about the activity and they were proud I was able to 
be there to get the money shot and would make the 
case my first time out.  After the approximate two 
hours of activity, subject appeared to have dwindling 
energy and an aching back, therefore, replaced the 
yard trimming tools in the garage and closed the door.  
Whew, that was great, about an hour or so left to sit.

Much to my surprise, thirty minutes later, my subject 
exited the residence, walking with no problem and 
appeared to have showered and cleaned up ready for 
the day’s activities.  They walked around the yard 
inspecting the mornings’ efforts and proceeded back 
into the residence.  Only moments later, the second 
of three garage doors opened and out backs my 
subject, driving the vehicle the client claimed to be 
in possession of due to subject being too disabled to 

drive themselves.  Great, here we go to see what more 
they are capable of.  Because the camera had been 
running on the power from the car, (without the engine 
running), my battery was dead, THE CAR BATTERY.  
I wasn’t going anywhere, and my subject pulls away 
without anyone to follow.  Luckily, they were only gone a 
little over an hour; however, they returned with a trunk 
load of groceries, all of which they unloaded with the 
garage door open, walking in and out through the front 
door of the residence.  Fortunately, I managed to charge 
my camera batteries on the remaining juice from my 
car battery and was able to video the grocery unloading.  
Luckily for me, the subject remained inactive for the 
remainder of my extended stay in the neighborhood 
eventually being rescued by someone with jumper 
cables.

About the Author:
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Development Institute at the University of North 
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Transportation Coordinator for Northrop Grumman, 
and Executive Assistant for Fox Sports to name a few. 
During April 2012, Connie founded Briggs Investigation 
Group. 
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Are you prepared for 
workplace violence and 
active shooters?
(This article was originally published in Summer 2017 issue. Given current 
events this article is being re-published.)

We have an upsurge of violent acts in the world and here in the U.S., one 
thing is certain, we are not prepared.  Over the last six months, I have 
approached a numerous companies and organizations in the Dallas/Fort 
Worth area in order to train them in workplace violence and active shooter 
response.  Almost without exception, the consistent response by CEOs, 
other C-suite officials and business owners is the feeling - this type of event 
would never happen to them.  Statistically this may be true but employers 

still have an obligation to provide a safe environment for their employees. I have heard countless stories from senior 
management and front line managers about dismissing employees that reacted unpredictably, some very angry and in a 
few cases verbally violent.  These same individuals may have some form of mental instability or the loosing of a job may 
be the last straw in a series of personal failures – failures such as divorce, major financial hardship, death of loved one(s) 
that the manager maybe unaware.  These instances may devolve into a workplace violence or active shooter event.

Most businesses don’t see the tangible value of preventing workplace violence and active shooter training.  Training 
employees how to respond during these events is the difference between life and death.  After schools in the U.S. 
instituted regular fire drills, not a single child has been hurt as a result of a fire.  This underscores that training works 
and saves lives.  

Under the General Duty Clause of the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) of 1970, every employer “shall 
furnish to each of his employees, employment and a place of employment which are free from recognized hazards that 
are causing or are likely to cause death or serious physical harm to his employees.”  

The family and victims of the San Bernardino terrorists shooting have filed multiple lawsuits nearing $100 million.   
In addition to these law suites, there are many negative effects.  For example, loss of life, brand degradation, rising 
workman comp costs, loss of employees and revenue.  So, will you take steps to protect your employees?  Are you 
prepared…

About the Author:

Hector Tarango has dedicated his life to serving his country and built a 30+ year career in 
security, personal protection, and investigations.  Hector is a veteran of the U.S. Army and 
Operation Desert Storm.  He is a former Texas Police Officer, U.S. Border Patrol Agent and 
Special Agent with the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF).  
As an ATF Agent, Hector rose rapidly through the ranks and was promoted to Resident 
Agent in Charge.  Hector served not only as a leader/ manager for ATF where he led Agents 

and Task Force Officers but also served on a Special Weapons Response Team (SWAT) for over 10 years.  While on 
SWAT, Hector received the coveted Medal of Valor and the ATF Hostile Action award for his actions during high-risk 
operations.  Hector is a regular guest and contributor to Fox News, ABC and Telemundo on matters of mass shootings 
and terrorist bombings. Currently he is a licensed Texas Security consultant and Private Investigator for Sanhet Inc.
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BUSINESS 
SPOTLIGHT
Basics of the Income Statement
By Howard Savage
What can an Income Statement tell us? It gives us a picture of the inflows and 
outflows of cash into a company over a period of one year.  Unlike the Balance Sheet, 
which is cumulative over time, the Income Statement only covers a one year period. 
It usually is produced at the end of the year, but it may end at any date the company 
chooses, such as March 31, June 30, or September 30, at the end of a chosen quarter 
of the year. 

It starts with Sales – the most important part of the Income statement. If you have 
no sales, you have no income to begin with. 

Then we have some Operating Expenses – what it cost the company to operate. The 
first part is Cost of goods sold – this is what it costs to either produce or wholesale 
purchase the goods or services the company is selling. Second, we have depreciation 
– a strange expense because no actual money is being spent here. Depreciation tells 
us how much of the life of our equipment we have used in producing our goods to 
be sold. It is a non-cash expense, but an expense, none the less.  

Then we have our Selling and Administrative expenses. This expense reflects things 
like sales commissions and paying for the cost of staff to run the company, like 
clerks, accountants, and supervisors in the office. If we don’t sell goods and services, 
we don’t have a company, just a hobby, according to the IRS.  Altogether, these are 
Total Operating Expenses.

Sales minus Operating expenses will equal Operating Profit. This is an important 
number, as it tells us how much money we earn from operating the basic business.  

Then we have Other Income – which is income not earned from the basic business. 
One example might be the money earned from selling items from vending machines 
in the company, being sold to employees and customers.  Usually this is a minor 
amount.  Added to Operating Profit, this gives us Total Income.

 Now we start deducting non-operating expenses. We start with Interest expense. 
This is interest being paid on bank loans or notes, on bonds, or a company mortgage.  
Subtracted from Total Income, this gives us Earnings before Taxes.  From this total, 
we subtract Provisions for Income Tax, giving us Net Income.  The Net part of 
Income means after taxes have been paid.  This is the amount which is then available 
to be paid to stockholders or kept in the company as retained earnings.

The amount of common shares outstanding tells us how many shares there are which 
may need to be paid some form of dividend.  You should know that dividends are 
not an obligation of any company to be paid until they are voted upon by the Board 
of Directors each year.  If there is not sufficient income to pay a dividend, it may be 
skipped that year. 

TM
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I have included the Statement of Accumulated and Retained Earnings, to show how the Income Statement is related to the 
Balance Sheet.  This is the only link between the two statements, using the line item Retained Earnings. 

We start with the Retained earnings at Jan 1 of that year. Then we add the Net Income for the year for a Total available 
to pay for dividends.  Then we subtract the dividends paid on Preferred Stock and Common Stock, resulting in a new 
Retained Earnings on December 31 of the same year. This is the number used in the Balance Sheet for the same date.  That 
is how Retained Earnings is calculated from the Income Statement, to be used in the Balance Sheet for the company ending  
December  31 of that year.

A word of caution about financial statements.  A statement of one company for one year does not yield much information of 
value by itself.  The statement should be compared with one or two other years of Income and Balance Sheet statements of the 
same company.  It is also helpful to see how other companies of similar size in the same industry are doing financially. 

A resource for doing this is available from Robert Morris Associates (RMA). It is available in most libraries, in the reference 
section.  Robert Morris was a banker and land owner in the American Revolutionary War. He was very influential in finding 
financing for the Revolutionary War, which is by far an understatement. 

Tomorrow Manufacturing Inc.

Income and Retained Earnings Statement

2015 2016

Sales $53,652,000 $46,300,000

Operating expenses:   

    Cost of goods sold $29,868,000 $28,776,000

    Depreciation $1,504,000 $1,336,000

     Selling and administrative expenses $18,300,000 $12,368,000

Total operating expenses $49,672,000 $42,480,000

Operating profit $3,980,000 $3,820,000

Other income $744,000 $736,000

    Total Income $4,724,000 $4,556,000

Interest expense ($720,000) ($736,000)

Earnings before tax $4,004,000 $3,820,000

Provisions for income tax ($1,528,000) ($1,484,000)

    Net income $2,476,000.0 $2,336,000.0

Common shares outstanding 104,000 102,000

Net earnings per share of common stock $23.81 $22.90

Statement of accumulated and retained earnings

2015 2016

Retained earnings at January 1 $10,736,000 $9,560,000

Net income for year $2,476,000 $2,336,000

      Total $13,212,000 $11,896,000

Less: dividends paid on:

    Preferred stock $102,000 $140,000

    Common stock $1,106,000 $1,020,000

Retained earnings on December 31 $12,004,000 $10,736,000
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The NCISS Legislative Advocacy Hub is monitoring state legislative activity through the  
State Legislative Awareness Monitoring (SLAM) Program for member state associations! 

 
NCISS extends its appreciation to TALI and members.  NCISS has a strong relationship with TALI through Board members 
supporting TALI with membership.  In addition, NCISS welcomes all the members of TALI supporting NCISS through 
membership, including several from the TALI Board and general membership!  Your NCISS Regional Director is: Jon Tipton 
(Cinco Peso Investigations – TX) at (210) 888-9175 or jbt@cincopeso.com  

 

Legislative News from Lobbyit - Keith Nelson / NCISS Legislative Committee 
 

Be sure and catch the newest issue of the NCISS Digital Your Advocate at:  
http://nciss.org/your-advocate-august-2018 
 
Keep current on NCISS legislative activity at www.nciss.org/important-nciss-news  
 
Current Activity 
In the month of July, Lobbyit's work for NCISS focused primarily on sweeping data privacy 
legislation in the California legislature, 
 
In late June, the sharp-eyed Francie Koehler notified Lobbyit of new data privacy law in 
California which seriously threatened to undermine the ability of private investigators to 
conduct their business. The measure began life as a proposed ballot initiative, but morphed 
into legislation when California legislators agreed to move on the issue with alacrity.  The 

provisions largely mirror the European Union's (EU) sweeping General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 
  
And speedy it was.  Unfortunately for practitioners in California, the bill was passed and signed into law so quickly that 
affected entities had little opportunity to impact to the measure. 
  
Due to objections raised primarily by big technology companies, the bill sponsors agreed to allow a second legislative 
package of technical amendments to proceed.  This bill, AB 375, does not fundamentally alter the nature of the initial bill, 
but makes some technical corrections based on imprecise earlier drafting. 
  
The new law (which will go into effect in 2020), will be the subject of a forthcoming issue brief and action alert from 
NCISS.  The California amendment is slated to be passed and signed by the end of August, but the real concern is that 
additional state houses will adopt the California/EU approach. Investigators in every state must be wary of this 
development, as the California provisions are certain to be considered by most, if not all, state legislatures across the 
nation.  When this happens - and it will - NCISS members must be ready to work with their legislatures to change these 
bills to mitigate the harm they will surely generate. 
 
NCISS is in the process of composing the necessary advocacy materials for this effort, and will distribute them with the 
forthcoming issue brief 
 
Previous Activity 
In May, Lobbyit spoke with security service providers about Senator Toomey's Private Security Officer Screening 
Improvement Act (PSOSIA), met with Senator Toomey's office to discuss the bill, and met with Senate Judiciary 
Committee counsel in this same regard. 
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As an initial step, Senator Toomey's staff confirmed that the hold-up on introduction was in order to find a Democratic co-
sponsor. Toomey's office was aware of the outreach conducted by other parties on behalf of PSOSIA, and appreciated 
the group's assistance. 
 
Lobbyit focused on Senator Feinstein, as she is ranking on Senate Judiciary - the Committee of Jurisdiction for this 
legislation. Lobbyit utili ed NCISS's strong California contingent to seek the Feinstein meeting, but were diverted to 
Judiciary staff due to the technical nature of our inquiry (not a bad thing). 
 
The bill was not unfamiliar to Judiciary, as they observed its pro imity to the atch bill that passed late in 20 7. But they 
drilled down immediately on who opposed the Toomey bill, and Lobbyit had to be open about the ACLU and the National 
Employment Law Project (NELP), based on information relayed by Steve Amitay and others. 
 
Judiciary indicated that, while these concerns persisted, it would be difficult to rally support from the minority members. 
 
Lobbyit will follow up with the security service providers active on this bill, and will update the Committee, as promised, on 
any developments. 
 

ederal Legislation atch: 
• S. 3 5 - Geolocational Privacy and Surveillance Act, or GPS Act -- ouse companion - .R. 3 70  
• .R. 3 7 - Email Privacy Act 
• .R. 23 - To Repeal the Cybersecurity Act of 20 5 
• .R. 57 - F.A.I.R. Surveillance Act of 20 7 
• S. 3  - Drone Aircraft Privacy and Transparency Act 

 
rom the NCISS Legislative Committee 

The NCISS mission is legislative advocacy and represents you in Washington D.C. with the assistance of NCISS very 
competent lobbying firm, Lobbyit. Lobbyit is located just a couple of blocks from the Capitol and Senate and 
Representative ouses, so they can react quickly if needed. Keith Nelson, who works closely with NCISS representatives, 
has been instrumental in arranging meetings with various committee leaders on issues that impact private investigator 
and security professionals. Lobbyit also helps NCISS with grassroots advocacy and have worked together to assist 
individual state associations as they address legislative challenges in their states. It has been a great partnership.  
 

ow Congress Works  
By the way, did you know that Congress  originated from the Latin word venent simul for coming together  So, elected 
officials from all parts of the United States converge to govern. The term includes both the Senate and the ouse of 
Representatives, but each operate differently with their own rules. Each also have their own leadership and its own side of 
the Capitol Building.  
 
The legislative branch is the joint power and responsibility of the ouse and the Senate to appropriate funds and make 
law by agreement of both. The ouse and the Senate must pass bills with the same language to send to the president to 
sign into law. These are in each congressional session, typically divided into two sessions, one each year, although an 
emergency may require a third session. 
 
-- contributed by Francie Koehler, Legislative Chair – Investigations / Past President 
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rom the President   
 

I hope everyone is having a very successful 20  so far  
 
In mid-June I announced to the NCISS membership the resignation of long-time NCISS 
E ecutive Director Carol Ward.  Carol has been steadfast in her long-time dedication to the 
Council, and deserves to finally enjoy a rich retirement.  Carol s last day was July 3 st. We are 
saddened that Carol is moving on, but e cited about what the future holds for NCISS. 
 
I appointed a Special Committee, Chaired by st P Andrea Oro co, with Past Presidents Maria 
Landry, Ed McClain and James uckabee - tasked with the duty of reviewing, interviewing and 
making a selection and recommendation for the position of E ecutive Director. The Special 
Committee completed its due diligence process, looking at resumes and conducting interviews 

to make its recommendation to the Board. 
  
The Special Committee evaluated the candidates thoroughly  and based on e perience and other factors Karen Beers 
was determined to the best choice to be appointed your new NCISS E ecutive Director. This was ratified by a vote of the 
Board and Karen s position is effective 0 /0 /20 . Carol will help make the transition as smooth and transparent as 
possible for members. You will see announcements of new contact information, and updated to the NCISS website. 
 

On behalf of NCISS members and Board, I want to thank Carol for her many years of excellent service! 
 

pdate NCISS Contact Information  
 

  
 

   
  

 

NCISS is now on social media 

   (please note the period between NCISS and Association) 
    (please note the underscore between NCISS and Association) 

    

 

 
     

 

Karen S. Beers 
P.O. Bo  200 5 

Evans, CO. 0 20-0 5 

NCISS 7 yahoo.com 

( 00) 5- 0  Office 
( 70) 0-77  Fa  
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The Dilemma 
In this new millennium forward-thinking security executives know that it’s virtually impossible to purchase security 
technologies on the cheap. This is especially true since terrorism hit our shores in early September 2001 – when 
virtually every American began buying security-related technologies by the bushel and the prices began to skyrocket. 
How does a security administrator proceed? One possible approach to solving this dilemma might lie in learning to 
think outside of the proverbial box and seek to implement less costly security strategies that can do the job effectively. 
In today’s budget-conscious atmosphere, stretching the security dollar is both an art and a science. The art lies in the 
company’s ability to solve protection related deficiencies using existing resources, whilst the science lies in architecting 
protection strategies that meet and/or exceed industry benchmarks. Obviously, if security enhancement dollars are 
readily available then all is well. But in most cases such dollars are scarce and the secret to achieving success in this 
endeavor may lie in finding low cost initiatives that can further strengthen and deepen protection availability without 
blowing up the budget.  

What is Proactive Security?
Simply put – proactive security approaches and technologies involve devices and techniques that address crime 
exposures BEFORE they occur. The standard policing and private security model has been and continues to be a 
REACTIVE model. It was not until the 1970s that crime prevention and proactive security strategies entered our law 
enforcement and private security lexicons. One of the most cost-effective strategies developed during the evolution of 
the proactive security revolution was the birth of the SECURITY SURVEY. Information on how surveys are drafted 
and how they play a role in uncovering risk exposure can be found in an article written by the undersigned: “THE 
SECURITY SURVEY: AN INVESTIGATIVE TOOL” featured in The Texas Investigator Magazine: Spring 2018- pp. 
39-42. The article offers a roadmap on how security surveys are structured. 

The Origins of Proactive Security
Great Britain is known as the world leader in fostering the modern crime prevention model of policing. Sir Henry 
Fielding, a British magistrate and criminologist in the mid-18th century organized the forerunner of today’s policing 
methods by setting goals and objectives to assist law enforcement to identify and remove the root causes of crime and 
the conditions in which the flourish. In 1971, the United States followed Britain’s lead formalizing a course of study 

SECURITY 
SPOTLIGHT
SQUEEZING THE MOST FROM 
YOUR SECURITY DOLLAR
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in the ABCs of crime prevention via a Law Enforcement Assistance Administration grant awarded to the University 
of Louisville.  This later helped to spawn The National Crime Prevention Institute which over the years has helped to 
train thousands of crime prevention practitioners in law enforcement and private security industry. One of the most 
important skills taught to all graduates is how to decipher criminality using the Security Survey.  

Advancing the Proactive SecurityAgenda
Security administrators need to cast an investigative eye on whether their security departments have a cadre of 
specialists that labor on searching out crime related risk exposures within the entities they work in. 
Oftentimes these specialists are trained to conduct security surveys and search out preventative strategies for their 
specific institutions.  Crime prevention training programs are normally offered by many larger police agencies and 
state criminal justice entities free of charge. Oftentimes the program includes training in a few sub-topics including 
but not limited to: history and theory of crime prevention, aspects of drafting security surveys, alarm and locking 
system applications, crime mapping techniques and technologies. The alternative of having a crime prevention team 
on board is to reach out to professional surveyors which can become quite expensive in deed! Seeing that security 
wisdom suggests that security surveys should be prepared on an annual schedule, hiring outside experts could be 
quite cost-intensive. 

Thinking Out of the Box: Some Low Cost Security Initiatives
Security executives might wish to consider marshalling support from in-house corporate personnel and begin a campaign 
to champion proactive crime prevention measures to bolster facility security. Several programs to consider include: 

•  Establishing a “Security Advocate” program that links all corporate personnel into a direct pipeline for receiving and 
disseminating timely security and safety information. A security advocate is an employee who is charged with keeping 
a watchful eye over all incoming visitors, and others entering their area of responsibility. The security advocate has a 
simple task to CHALLENGE unknown individuals by simply asking CAN I HELP YOU. In many instances, corporate 
security executives follow the advice of their security surveyor when positioning their advocate staff. An advocate is 
usually selected from among peers and their desks strategically relocated to a area that offers direct sight of access and 
egress portals. As such, anyone entering the area is immediately challenged by the advocate

•  Formulating crime prevention initiatives that champion proactive crime control approaches. These approaches 
include: conducting security surveys to diagnose frail security deficiencies, enrolling company employees into local 
law enforcement programming such as: “operation identification” – etching company property with serial numbers, 
neighborhood watch, and other programs normally offered by most law enforcement agencies

•  Asking local law enforcement agencies to design a series of personal safety lecture programs for company employees

•  Encouraging in-house employees to work more closely with facility security

•  Promulgating a periodical security/safety bulletin highlighting security and safety deficiencies, current crime trends, 
hazardous conditions and other cautionary security-related directives for dissemination to all employees

•  Establishing financial incentive programs to thwart internal thievery

•  Promulgating architectural initiatives that help deter criminal behavior such as: relocating business operation hubs 
from low to high risk environs, reconfiguring waiting room furniture to restrict prolonged horizontal positioning 
(sleeping), using air conditioning, heating and music systems as deterents to extended loitering episodes 

•  Installing mirrors, CCTV and related detection devices in vulnerable locations (stairwells, elevators, etc.) 

•  Retrofitting exterior and interior critical access portals with secondary industrial strength locking mechanisms to 
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help bolster perimeter security and safety

•  Erecting security specific signage in critical areas that offer safety tips such as: always walk with a neighbor or two in 
dangerous environs, listen to your instincts when feeling uncomfortable, remember to use the street landmarks such 
as parked cars and fire hydrants, etc., to accurately judge a possible perpetrator’s height 

•  Inaugurate package inspection programs to reduce internal thievery and shoplifting episodes

•  Ensure that all department administrators remove calendars, posters, and other paraphernalia from glass doors, and 
partitions to enhance overall visibility

•  Inaugurate comprehensive background screening initiatives to help weed out miscreants

•  Encouraging security and facility maintenance departments to work together to find facility lighting and locking 
systems in disrepair and other safety and security hazards before they wreak financial havoc.  

The Role of Metrics in 21st Century Security Planning
Security executives instinctively know that profit is what drives the business model. When a company needs to 
financially downsize, security is one of the first areas to be cut. One of the most important reasons why this is usually 
true is because security in general is not considered a profit center, but rather an expense. Showing how much money 
was saved because of good sound proactive security approaches such as: injuries and crimes avoided, is extremely 
difficult to substantiate. More forward-thinking security mavens have begun applying metric measurements in their 
security survey assessments to better help spell out the financial value and programmatic effectiveness of proactive 
security initiatives. An excellent discussion on how Metrics can be applied to help make the financial value case can 
be found in a trilogy of articles co-written by the undersigned and featured in the Journal of Healthcare Protection 
Management – a publication of the International Association for Healthcare Security & Safety: “AN ALTERNATIVE 
VIEW IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SECURITY METRICS” Vol. 31., No. 2.: 2015, “RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR 
APPLYING METRICS IN SECURITY AND SAFETY PLANNING” Vol. 32., No.1.:2016, “APPLYING METRICS TO 
21st CENTURY HEALTHCARE SECURITY” Vol. 33.,No. 2.: 2017. 

Asking the Right Questions 
The following is a list of questions that a security executive should ask when evaluating their company’s proactive 
security and safety programming:
1.  Does company management champion proactive security initiatives?
2.  Are all company employees enrolled in the company’s proactive security and safety initiative?
3.  Are both low budget and high budget security strategies employed?
4.  Are security advocates assigned protection duties?
5.  Are security surveys prepared by in-house or external specialists?
6.  Are security surveys prepared after all serious crime-related incidents?
7.  Are security surveys prepared on an annual schedule? 
8.  Does the security department maintain a crime analysis and crime mapping program?
9.  Does the company have an in-house bulletin to disseminate security and safety directives and announcements? 
10.  Does the company security department maintain an ongoing liaison with local law enforcement? 

The ABCs of Evaluating Security Initiatives
As with all programs, a system of evaluation should be promulgated so that the overall effect of the initiative can be 
accurately measured. Structuring such a program might include: 
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•   Designing an instrument that evaluates before, middle, and after studies to help determine the actual level of crime 
reporting in areas where proactive approaches have been put forward

•   Designing a statistical instrument to help gauge whether the proactive message is reaching its intended target audience

All in all, a structured program of evaluation will measurably help security administrators to better gauge their 
organization’s proactive crime control initiative. 

Looking to the Future
These and other low budget strategies help to strengthen existing protection availability via fostering the philosophy 
that “security is everyone’s responsibility”. Oftentimes, this skillful display of resourcefulness influences top 
management to consider and approve more expensive protection specific systems. The security administrators’ 
inventive ability to stretch the ever-shrinking security dollar often distinguishes him or her as a company asset and not 
a corporate liability. 

About the Author:

Anthony J. Luizzo, PhD, CFE is a member of the board of advisors at Vault Verify LLC. He is a court qualified security 
expert and has authored dozens of articles for professional journals and magazines. He is the co-author of “Fraud 
Auditing: A Complete Guide” a fraud detection/prevention workbook for CPAs, CEOs, CFOs, COOs published by 
The New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants and The Foundation for Accounting Education. 

Philip F. Luizzo, BS, is the CEO of Vault Verify LLC. He is the former President /CEO of Accufacts Pre-employment 
Screening, Inc., a publicly held company and former Vice President for First Advantage Inc. He has published several articles 
on the ABCs of conducting background checks and has over 30 years’ experience in the background screening industry

Offer digital forensics services to your 
clients through Sequence Digital.
We provide scope of work, chain of custody forms, contracts, & other 

materials with your brand & logo while we perform the forensics service.

ADD DIGITAL FORENSICS TO YOUR SERVICES
(877) 841-4411   |   info@sequencedigital.com

ENCASE  |  CELLEBRITE  |  DTSEARCH  |  MAGNET FORENSICS IEF  |  LOGICUBE
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Member Spotlight

Donna G. Bennett

Private Investigator/ Retired FBI Agent

Born in Nashville to a father who was an Army Sergeant Major and a mother who served as a school 
crossing guard Donna embraced the life lessons taught by her parents and learned from her brother, a 
retired Major (O-4). Based on these teachings Donna sought a higher purpose by becoming an FBI Special 
Agent. She worked Violent Crime to Public Corruption and all other criminal matters in between. A particular 
highlight in her career was her five-year assignment to the Central Intelligence Agency. Donna’s storied 24-

year career helped her vision, plan and create DB Investigations after becoming a licensed private investigator.  Donna dedicated her life 
since she can remember to helping, mentoring and caring for people; a quality that serves her in every endeavor she tackles. 

TTI:  You’re a wife and a mother of two beautiful children. How do you navigate the balance between work and family? 

I tried to have it all career-wise, but in the end my family came first.   I don’t regret my decision because no matter how much you love 
your job, it will never love you back.   In the PI world, I control my time easier and the twins start college this Fall so I can work even more 
if I desire.  

TTI: What advice can you offer new Private Investigators?

In the real world, a “Title” may open a door or get you attention but making contacts, developing relationships and talking to other PIs 
in your area is your best strategy for success.  Don’t be a snob because you were this or that in your previous position and don’t think 
you know it all, because you don’t.  The local retired police officers/detectives, now PI’s, will have more contacts and knowledge in 
several jurisdictions, than many federal officers, so get to know and listen to the retired police officers/detectives, who are now PIs.  TALI 
members are a wealth of contacts and knowledge and don’t forget those awesome retired county court record employees, now PI’s who 
can maneuver the court record system with a blink of the eye and can be hired to assist with many of your cases.  

TTI: During the beginning of your PI career what were some of your challenges you confronted:

A challenge I encountered as a new PI was discussing rates with clients and obtaining a signed engagement letter and a retainer.  In the 
FBI, we were paid a salary, and I did not have to negotiate rates, but in the PI world rate discussion with the client is a must.  I encourage 
new PIs to obtain a signed engagement letter with your client and be specific in the engagement letter about your rates, and the required 
retainer to start the investigation.  Always confirm with the client, whether it is a private citizen or an attorney, the investigative goal, 
especially if the investigation is a complex case.   If a client gives you numerous records/documents to review, meet with the client 
to ensure your investigation’s focus is on the important records so you don’t waste the client’s money or your time. This is especially 
essential when working with clients on divorce cases where the client has limited funds.  In divorce or cheating spouse cases, I always 
discuss the client’s objective before I take a case.  If possible, I will provide suggestions to the client for work they can do, without hiring 
a PI.  If the client has limited funds, I don’t always encourage surveillance because it is costly and sometimes does not produce results.  I 
explain other investigative tools they can utilize to obtain their goal.  If the client still wants surveillance, then I do surveillance.  
 Goodwill will take you far in the PI business.  When I first started DB Investigations, I had to “eat” some of my time for clients because 
I inadvertently went over the client’s budget.    As a new PI, I got carried away in the investigation and would not enter my time until 
the investigation was complete.  Then when I entered my time, I discovered I surpassed the client’s budget.  I accidently went over the 
budget on two cases for different attorneys, and I had to “eat” the cost, however, these same attorneys continuously refer other attorneys 
and clients to me.  After three years of PI experience, I now can provide a client with a projected cost of an investigation and I keep up 
with my time as I go, so I can notify the client that we are close to their budgeted amount.  

TTI: What are some of your greatest achievements: 

Having a wonderful family and two outstanding children. Solving and indicting carjacking subjects where a victim endured a gunshot 
wound in the face, and another victim was raped. Indicting 15 corrupt public officials in the FBI Chicago Field Office. Working with the 
CIA and International officials with the extradition of a Houston, TX Fugitive from Panama wanted for slave trafficking. Working with the 
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CIA and assisting with different Middle East operations that involved United States citizens. The federal indictment of a North Texas 
doctor who was operating a pill mill and billing insurance companies for services not rendered.  Conducting PI defense work that assists 
attorneys defending innocent defendants from enduring false allegations and sometimes incarceration and assisting with Innocent Project 
investigations. 

TTI: How has your membership with TALI helped your career:

The Texas Association of Licensed Investigators has been an excellent resource for me as a new PI.  I have met individuals through the 
monthly TALI meetings and the annual TALI conference who have exposed me to different open source databases, court records and 
retrieval, cybercrime and other PI tools and resources.   TALI members always can provide guidance on ways to obtain driver license 
information and other critical case information from TX as well as other states.  I have also met and made some great friends through 
being a member of TALI.  

TTI: You had a marvelous career with the FBI and now run a successful business. What do you enjoy doing during your time 

off?

When I am not working, I love to play tennis, attend my daughter’s golf and tennis tournaments, and work in my garden.   I love hanging 
out with my husband and enjoying life because before you know it, life passes you by.  If I had to do it all over again, I would still have 
chosen a life in law enforcement because I do not like bullies, I love to solve a mystery, and I am nosy!   
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Active Members 
Lindsey Kuehn
Priority Protection and Investigations
Houston, TX

Larry Shaffer
3C Investigations
New Braunfels, TX

Ana Blackford-McKinney
Bronco Rose Investigations
New Braunfels, TX

Chelsea Broome
U.S. International Protection and  
Investigation Services
Austin, TX

Carla Daggett
Navigator Investigations
Corpus Christi, TX

Don Samuels
Samuels Investigations LLC
Comanche, TX

Richard Soliz
Dave Johnson Investigations
Sugarland, TX

Aaron Woodward
Woodward and Hughes Investigations
San Antonio, TX

Carlos Garcia
Eagle Eye Investigations
Rancho Viego, TX

Paul Porter
Texas

Mike Bradshaw
Kelmar Global
Mesquite, TX

Charlie Lowery
C Lowery Investigaitons LLC
Magnolia, TX

Christine Wood
Johnston, Parker and Associates
Garland, Inc

Matthew Segedy
Segedy Consulting and Investigations
Dallas, TX

In Memorial and New TALI Members
Delta Graf
Blue 6 Investigations
Grapevine, TX

Velma Rendon
Velma Investigation Services
San Antonio, TX

David Jarrett
Ranger Protection Agency 
Austin, TX

Shaun Kring
Siren Investigations
Hempstead, TX

Diana Snyder
DGS, LLC
Dallas, TX

Jasper Fairman
Texas Commissioned  
Security Operations, LLC
Daisetta, TX

Matthew Kelley
M.D. Kelley and Associates
Jacksboro, TX
Keri McKenzie
Mintz Group
Dallas, TX

Rick Valesquez
Baird-Valesquez and Associates, Inc.
Plano, TX

Deborah Burns
Debbie A. Burns, LLC
Irving, TX

Panagiotis Konidis
Trans Tex
New Braunfels, TX

Dennis Parker
Trans Tex Investigations
New Braunfels, TX

Richard Bresloff
Poetic Justice Investigations
Fredericksburg, TX

Mark Wilson
Wilson and Wilson Investigations, LLC
Brandon, TX

Mary Wilson
Wilson and Wilson Investigations, LLC
Brandon, TX
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Amy Huyhn
Charles Security
Houston, TX

Dorothy Haraminac
Green Vets, LLC
Plano, TX

New Affiliate Members 
 
Matthew Kelley
Interstate Protective Group
Rowlett, TX

Alfred Barrera Jr.
Andrew Chavez and Associates
Austin, TX

Hollie Mulhaupt
BSG Security and Investigations
Austin, TX

John Andrews
John Andrews
Mansfield, TX

Big Three Members 
 
Terry Roffler
Roffler and Associates, LLC
Tampa, FL

Michael Angotti
Superior Investigations Group, LLC
Land O Lakes, FL

Alexander Chilton
Chilton Investigation Services, LLC
Martinez, GA

Tom Curnett
HJ Curnett and Associates, Inc.
Filmore, CA

Ron Lopez
RLA Investigaitons
Salida, CA

New Student Members 
 
Kevin Lord
Belton, TX

Jeanne Crocker
Denton, TX

Kelly Harrell
Austin, TX

Stephen Preston
Houston, TX
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2951 Marina Bay Drive,Suite 130-564  League City, Texas 77573   Toll-free 877-444-TALI    www.TALI.org 

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 
Please read carefully. Type or print all answers in full. Upon receipt of your request for membership, your application will be forwarded to the 
Board of Directors for their review and investigation. Upon approval, you will receive a “welcome packet” which will include your Membership 
Certificate and other important information about your Membership. TALI Memberships are individual memberships, not corporate.  
Please note:  Your application must be accompanied by your first year’s membership dues. Failure to include any of these items will delay the 
approval of your Application. 

 

Classification Applied for: (please check) 

 ACTIVE - $175   Individuals licensed by the TX-DPS Private 
Security Bureau with Class A or Class C licenses. 
 AFFILIATE - $150  Persons in an investigative capacity with 

industry  (non-voting membership) Note: staff investigators, 
insurance investigators, etc.  
 ASSOCIATE - $150  Persons residing outside the State of 

Texas who are licensed by a governing body where they reside 
and are actively engaged in investigations (non-voting member-
ship) 
 ASSOCIATE VENDOR - $200  Individuals and businesses 

who are engaged in providing products and/or services to pri-
vate investigators.  (non-voting membership) 
 STUDENT - $75  Open to students registered in an accredited 

university or program acceptable to the Board of Directors and 
not licensed as a private investigator. (non-voting membership) 

I give full consent to the Texas Association of Licensed Investigators, Inc., its officers, members and/or agents, to investigate this application and to 
inquire into my reputation, character and fitness for membership in TALI. I hereby release the above named organization, its officers, members and/or 
agents from all liability, claims, injuries (implied or actual) in matters emanating from such investigations. If accepted, I promise to uphold the By-laws 
and rules of this Association. 
    Signature       Date 

Name       State License Number 
Date of Birth      Social Security Number 
Company Name (or School if Student) 
Address      
City     County     State  Zip 
Office Phone     Mobile Phone                 Fax 
E-Mail Address 
Web Site Address 
Sponsoring Member’s Name (if sponsored by a TALI Member) 

If paying by credit card, please complete the following: 
Card type:     MasterCard      VISA      Discover  Amount Charged—$______________ 
Card Number:  ___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___ 
Expiration Date:  ____/_______ (00/0000) 3 digit security code: _____________ 
Name exactly as it appears on the Card: ___________________________________________________________________ 
Signature: ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Billing Address (city/state/zip): ___________________________________________________________________________ 
                __________________________________________________________________________ 
We MUST have ALL INFORMATION. We will NOT be able to process your charge without it. Incomplete and/or incorrect 
applications will be returned and will NOT be processed.  Thank you for your cooperation. 

For TALI use only      Date Received:   By:          Comments: 

 Membership Dues       Credit Card       Check # 

 

Date Forwarded to 
Membership Committee 

Please circle Specialties: (maximum of 10) 
ADJ Insurance Adjusting 
ARC Accident Reconstruction 
ARS Arson  
AST Asset Checks 
ATM Auto/Truck/Motorcycle  
AVN Aviation  
BKG Background Checks  
BNK Bank/Accounting Fraud  
BOA Boating  
CHL Child Custody/Abuse  
COM Computer Crime/Fraud  
CON Construction Sites  
COR Corporate Investigation  
CRM Criminal Investigation  
CVL Civil Investigation  
DAT Computer Data Recovery 
DDR Drunk Driving Defense  

DOC Document Examination  
DOM Domestic  
DRG Drugs  
ELC Electronic Surveillance 
EXC Executive Protection 
EXP Explosives/Firearms  
IND Industrial Accidents  
INS Insurance Investigation 
INT International Investigations 
INV General Investigation 
MAL Malpractice/MD/Legal 
MRT Maritime 
MSP Missing Persons 
ORG Organized Crime 
PAT Patrol 
PHO Photography 

PIN Personal Injury 
POL Polygraph 
PPS Process Service 
PRB Probate 
PRT Product Liability 
REA Real Estate 
SEC Security 
SKT Skip Trace 
SUB Subversive Terrorism 
SUR Surveillance 
TAC Transportation & Cargo 
TOX Toxic/Hazardous Waste 
TRP Trial Preparation 
VID Video 
WHT White Collar Crime 
WKR Worker’s Compensation 

Check these boxes if you do NOT want to be included in: 
    TALI Yahoo Group       TALI E-mailings       



Why Choose El Dorado? 
For nearly half a century, we’ve been creating customized programs designed to 
specifically meet the unique needs of our clients! You won’t have to spend your time 
educating us about what you do … and that allows you to focus on growing your 
business. Our dedicated team of private investigators insurance professionals can 
help you get the solid coverage you need at the most competitive rates available.

Program Highlights Include:

 » $5,000,000 General Aggregate

 » Zero Deductible

 » Blanket Additional Insured

 » A Rated Insurance Carrier

 » $1,000,000 Each Occurrence

 » Errors and Omissions

 » Blanket Waiver of Subrogation

 » Premiums start at $500.00

The Leading Insurance 
Experts Serving The Private  
Investigation Industry

Buy NOW at eldoradoinsurance.com or contact us 
at 800.221.3386 or specialist@eldoradoinsurance.com

eldoradoinsurance.com
Click. Quote. Buy. Instantly.

Only eldoradoinsurance.com can provide immediate coverage for Private Investigators any 

time of day. That’s right, now you can purchase your policy online 24/7! It’s quick, easy and 

you can save hundreds of dollars on your annual premium! In your business, you have to take 

chances – don’t risk using an insurance company that doesn’t understand the industry. 

Get Your Insurance 
Policy Anytime, 24/7!
There’s only one place where PIs can get 
immediate coverage and save hundreds of 
dollars – eldoradoinsurance.com 

More than  

just a quote.  

Purchase your 

policy now!


